COASTAL WINS LOBSTER IN CANADA

The annual event is staged in Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. It brings fourteen teams from both Canada and the United States to compete for various trophies.

This year's winner was Tsu, which tied for last place in the competition.

But let it not be said Coastal was not a new sportsperson who went for the bomb. This bomb in the competition was a full-day's fishing for tuna instead of bottom fishing.

One of the highlights of this event is a literary contest. Each team was to write either an essay, poem, song, or photo essay. Coastal was not to be denied in this event.

With the combined efforts of Rich Wall on the camera, Tom Wrenken with a poem or two, titles by Skip Opalka, words by Dr. Don Millus and a few creative vistas of deeper Otto Strong, they won this trip possible. The Banks should be extended to a few local merchants for their help.
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COASTAL ENLARGES WITH FALL REGISTRATION

According to the Admission's Office there are approximately 1600 undergrads, 400 grad, and 400-500 part-time students. This figure represents the number who passed through registration. Many of these families and individuals could have since dropped-out is not known; but Coastal is fortunate enough to have a larger than previous number of Freshman enrollment.

For the Freshman, registration is a harrowing experience. The time waiting for card packets are exceedingly long. The card packet is just the beginning. After one has checked and signed where appropriate then he has to have his packet checked by someone else. This usually means more checking and signing. Finally, the Freshman enter the gym. In the gym one is faced with already full classes, multiple computer cards, a schedule change or two. After you manage to collect all cards and have them checked again, you are on your way to the pay station. The trip to the pay station is an arduous journey. A long wait is to be expected. Sooner or later you get caught in the line for pictures. No one wants his picture taken after freshman registration. All previous frustrations combined to leave you tired and aggrivated, then you turn over all or almost all of your money. Not only do you leave Coastal registered, but tired, poor and frustrated. Good luck to all the 1800 who managed to make it and welcome.

THEATER DEPT. PLANS NEW "Cabaret" and "Godspell". The two shows were called "inspiring" and "worth seeing" by critics who reviewed the shows. Running on alternating nights the two shows were a first for this school in developing a better drama program, as well as boosting it into a class with larger and older schools.

The cast members of the "Coastal Carolina Summer Television" program are being exposed to all forms of television work, from acting to set design. Many of the members are returning to Coastal's stage this year: Tom Bonnet, Bruce Young, Preston McLain, Diane Tomsett, Scott Jordan, and Shelly Ridout, formed the summer troops along with actors/actresses from all over the state.

After seeing several of the shows I say that this summers theatrical endeavor, was indeed a success.

SHOW

The way certain things are carried out at this institution has the distinct smell of anaheimity. Surely, no truly professional administrator would do things in the arbitrary manner that they are too often done at Coastal. I am alluding to the fact that the Chanticleer staff was caught when the newspaper office. I must add that the office was gained after a long struggle and works of waiting for the ever growing Coastal bureaucracy to make some arrangements.

This is an outrage that such things are allowed to take place. Not only was the newspaper staff kicked out but they were done so without due notice. I wonder how those persons who saw fit to deprive the Chanticleer staff of their offices expect one to do all the things that must be done to a newspaper when they have no place to work. Are those people foolish enough to think that the printed words magically appear on paper? Should this be their line of thought, I can assure them that it is not the case. A newspaper is born of sweat, not of magic. It appears that Coastal has become a school with too many heads, who do too little thinking or perhaps being run by novices.

VOTE!!

SGA ELECTIONS
SEPTEMBER 24 & 25
THE STUDENT UNION
DON'T FORGET TO PICK UP YOUR GIFT PACKETS

CONCERTS AT COASTAL

This month there will be two good "coffee house type" programs at Coastal. Jan Owen and Chuck Mitchell.

Last year, Mitchell was at Coastal in the fall term and gave a pretty good show. He also appeared at The Montego Inn in Myrtle Beach. He will be appearing in various class rooms and the Lecture Hall on Sept. 29, 30, and Oct. 1.

Jan Owen is new to Coastal this year. He will be performing twice a day on Sept. 22, 23, and 24.

Check the bulletin boards for more information.
Dear Student Government:

As a third-year student of Coastal, I am compelled to express an opinion that I feel is the concern of the students of USC Coastal Carolina. This right of opinion is reserved in the book

stall.

never written by me. If it is my opinion that the bookseller's mark-up on books is excessive and its book return/exchange policies unfair. And I am in disagreement with the bookseller's position as a profitable business.

On the first day of a history class, a professor informed his students of the textbook to be used. He added that he had written the publisher, so as to learn of its cost. He says that the publisher's response informed him that in the fourth dollar range, and the book's retail should be

$6.95, or within a range close to it. When informed by a student who had purchased the book, that the bookseller's re-

port is a genuine display of the

concerning the same history class, the same day.

I offer to the campus a
to say that the values of expanding one's mind lies in the four dollar range, and values of expanding one's mind

my opinion excessive, and unfair. I would allocate no funds to pay increase the number of students at Coastal. I see no reason why this fee would not be a very minimal one. You might cringe at the idea of paying a special fee (dishing $4.00)

I appeal to you, the Student Government of USC-Coastal, representatives of our opinions, and beliefs, to look into the policies of the bookstores and to determine their fairness, or unfairness.

I appeal to you also, any student to explore the feasibility of a bookstore that is set up so as to benefit the students, not the bookstores.

In this day of spiraling prices and hassles, let us find an oasis somewhere - let us find it here.

Thank You.

Sincerely,
Richard F. Fordon
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The Coastal Carolina Business Club is really "on the move" this year. Students in the Business Club have already worked hard during the summer to make this club among the best on campus.

The Business Club began in the Spring of '75 and since that time it has certainly made its mark on the stair steps of Coastal.

The Club got underway toward a great year with a small freshman orientation program via informative brochures which were designed during the summer. Official membership cards were also designed and are now available.

There are a numerous amount of activities which will hopefully be a part of this year's program: such as dinner meetings with guest speakers, a charity children's party, Christmas Parade float, an industrial fair booth at open house, fund raising projects and a visit to the Daniel Management Center. A Business Scholarship and a Greater Grand Strand Economic Newsletter are also among the tasks which the Business Club hopes to complete.

The purpose of our club is to provide an atmosphere for learning and presenting the real world of business. We want to make our club a part of the Coastal Carolina Business environment from the standpoint of theory and practice.

In order to accomplish these previously set goals we need a lot of help. That means "you". All Coastal students; freshmen, sophomores, junior, or senior, regardless of their major, are invited by the Business Club to become an active member.

We are a very well organized group with designated officers and assigned tasks to each office. To show you more of the structural composition of our Club here is our chart.

Clearly, you can see how unique interest in the business need you, the students of Coastal to help us make this chart work. We are sure you can find an area that interests you. The main thing our club wants is a- active and interested student.

We feel that with everyone contributing to the goals of the Coastal Carolina Business Club we can have a lot of fun and a rewarding experience.

If you have not seen one of our brochures, come by the Division of Business Administration and pick up or better yet talk to our business professors and club officers. They would be glad to answer any questions you may have.

Board of Directors: Ken Edwards, Sue Gerald, Fred Haithcock-alumni, Charles Henry-alumni, Dr. Darcy Carr-faculty, Col. William Baxley-faculty.

President-Debbie Peterson, Sec./Treas. Bob Loyd, V.P. Public Affairs-Geary Harrold, V.P. Projects-Cathy Moore, V.P. Membership-Pat Rabin, Faculty Advisor-Dr. Will Garland.

Contact any one of these people soon and find out how you can be a part of the Coastal Carolina Business Club, "A club on the move". You'll be glad you did.

The opinions of Chanticleer are those of the author.
THE COASTAL FISHER

The coastal fish finder is a blow by blow report on the general fishcast of the surrounding area, the function is to give the reader a little more of an advantage over the fish.

This week, the big news comes from the piers where a good run of Spanish Mackerel have been reported. Along with the Spanish, some of their bigger brothers, the King Mackeral, were also being taken. These fish are hitting live mullet or menhaden. Also, the piers have been producing good catches of flounder and spots, with a few sea bass, redfish and pompano showing up.

The surf is just coming around. Reports are saying a good many spot tails are being taken from around the inlet. With these fish your best bait is cut mullet or live finger mullet. A few blues are also being hit out mullet. People fishing cut shrimp are taking pompano, whiting and spots.

For the person with a boat, you can find plenty of Spanish mackerel anywhere from half mile to three miles out. A little farther out, king mackerel, bonita, and a few small dolphin. On the bottom, black sea bass, poggy, and a few grunt.

At the Gulf Stream, a few marlins and sailfish are still around. Trolling out there could produce barracuda, king mackerel, dolphinfish (not the flipper kind) and amberjack. On the ocean floor, groupers and snappers are very abundant.

The "CHANTICLEER" is Crowing!

He is Crowing because Coastal's Athletic and Physical Education program and facility, "the lizards" experienced total community involvement during the summer.

June 16 through 23, two hundred mentally retarded youths from all sections of the County participated in a camp at William B. Ross.

July 7 through August 1, twenty-five young girls per week were involved in Coastal's Girls Basketball Camp.

A gymnastic program for children ages 8-12 was conducted in the Kimbrel gym in the late afternoon.

The "CHANTICLEER" is Crowing because of the enthusiasm and willingness of the community to support our on-going athletic program.

The "CHANTICLEER" is Crowing because:

(1) Our area's athletic program has been accepted for membership in the NAIA District 6 program. This makes our team eligible for National play-off,

(2) The NAIA Athletic Signing Day was successfully held on Oct. 13.

For the guys, Fall sports are here; they will have four fall sports in the following competitions.


Club dues are $5.00 per semester, for which you get an opportunity to sail for free of charge. Team members are free, but are expected to be available for training and races, and to provide instructions for the beginners. To get on CASC's membership and mailing list, contact CASC sponsor Reuben Jogger (office 112c) extension 166 or team captain Pat Timms.

SAILING IN LAST YEAR'S REGATTA
Sailing Club Announces Fall Schedule

All students, faculty, and staff of Coastal Carolina (and their spouses) are invited to participate in Coastal Carolina's Sailing Club. CASC affords the Beginner a good opportunity to familiarize himself with this fascinating sport and learn the skills required to handle a boat.

The club does not yet own its own boat, but will charter them from the local Hobie Cat dealer, Joel Ripple. Most of the sailing will be done on Hobie 16 catamarans on the ocean off Myrtle Beach. In time, it may become possible also to charter larger boats, for crews down the coast. The core group of Coastal Carolina Sailing Team, a group of qualified sailors who engage in local and intercollegiate racing. The team trains regularly every Wednesday afternoon at the LaRue Boat Club, Ocean Blvd. at 17th Ave. N. in Myrtle Beach. As tentatively scheduled the Coastal Carolina Sailing Team will participate in the following competitions:

- Sept. 20 - Col. Johnny Burrows Fall Invitation (Col. of Charleston).
- Oct. 5 - Grand Strand Hobie Cat Regatta (Myrtle Beach).
- Oct. 11 - Donald N. Post Fall Invitational (Col. of Charleston).
- Oct. 18 - USC Fall Invitational (USC). Nov. 8 - Team Race championships (College of Charleston).

Club dues are $5.00 per semester, for which you get an opportunity to sail for free of charge. Team members are free, but are expected to be available for training and races, and to provide instructions for the beginners. To get on CASC's membership and mailing list, contact CASC sponsor Reuben Jogger (office 112c) extension 166 or team captain Pat Timms.

GO CHANTS

Try and Ford's actions have t a bitter taste in many mouths. The hittest of all Ford's selection of Nelson Kellfer as Vice-President. It is the same as with Nelson Rock

The only major threats to Ford's end in no real danger of defeat and most Republicans concede this. Except here in the South where nothing is conceded. So what's all the fuss about? The answer is in the Vice-Presidency.

You see all this is yet to be seen by the delegates to favor Reagon for President, he does not have a chance to make an appearance. The deciding factor will be: the prestige of the Presidency.

THEY never had the ability to sell free of charge. Training members are free, but are expected to be available for training and races, and to provide instructions for the beginners. To get on CASC's membership and mailing list, and contact CASC sponsor Reuben Jogger (office 112c) extension 166 or team captain Pat Timms.

Ronnit· Love, 6'7" forward, Lotts High, Sun News most valuable player. We feel Frank has outstanding potential.

Charles "Zoon" Hendrick, 7'2" guard, Conway High, Sun News All-Star posseses quickness and quick hands.

Ronnie Love, 6'5" forward, Sand Hill Junior College, All Conference, Cavalier-Tar Heel Conference, leading rebounder in conference, great jumping ability.

Bryan Brooks, 6'11" center, transfer from Elon College, high school All State in Virginia.
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FRESHMAN SIGNINGS


Fall Baseball is now under­ way. Baseball Coach John Vrooman's team is preparing for a fall schedule which includes a game with USC, Col­ leges of Charleston, Coastal Carolina, and Marion others. Any under­ graduate interested is urged to contact Coach John Vrooman in the Newbern Gym in the Newbern Gym Department.

Coach Richard Dame is now involved in the Fall and Spring tennis pro­ gram. The addition of two new courts will make for spectacular appeal as they will have four matches they could observe.

Craw Hagley, Conway High will blend with lettermen.

GOLF

We are fortunate in se­ nior Jimmy D'Angelo, our teaching Coach, Mr. D'Angelo's outstanding background in golf (Continued On Page 3)

"CUT FOR A FREE BEER"